
1 Select Upload A File. *The file must be a PDF.  After the file has 
been uploaded, you can select continue shopping to select another 
file or you can start configuring your print job from your cart page. 
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Name the order.

Select quantity.

Select Preview/Change Options:

 Options Guide
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4.  Choose single or                   
double sided
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5.  If the directions for your front and back covers are   
the same, select Enable Front and Back Covers,           

and then choose blank or printed options.
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If they are different, then first select Configure Front 
and Back covers separately, and then choose blank 

or printed options for each cover.
 

2.  Choose:
Black and 

White or Color
(If any of your 
document is in 
color you must 
choose color)

 

3.  Select Paper:  choose size, then paper type.

or
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1.  For a saddle stitched book, first select the book size, and then select standard 
or Pre-Imposed.  Most documents will be standard.
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Enter billing account code.
To find a billing code:  
Select Lookup button.
In Description box, type the 
department name.
Select Search.
Choose the appropriate code.

Place order.
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printshop.usd497.org
785-330-2486   785-330-1789
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6.  You may choose comb, 
coil, or staple binding.  

Choose the right binding by 
document size:

      comb:   up to 200 sheets
          coil:   up to 160 sheets
      staple:  up to 90 sheets

Collated Uncollated
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Collated copies are in page 1–2 order for each 
set. If they are uncollated, the amount 
requested of the first page is printed, then that of 
the second, and so on.
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7.  Choose folding 
or punching.  

8.  You may choose cutting, padding, and laminating options. 
When selecting cutting, indicate the number of pieces the document will be cut into in 
the “In Units of” box.
When selecting padding, indicate the number of sheets per pad in the “In Units of” 
box.  For example, if you would like 4 notepads with 50 pages in each of them, then 
the quantity for the order would be 4 and the “In Units of” would be 50.
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9.  Enter  instructions for this item, if needed.  DO NOT list stapling, special
laminating, binding, etc.  You must choose those in the options menu.
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